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“The views, opinions and findings contained in this report are those of the authors(s) and 
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unless so designated by other official documentation.”

A SOLID FOUNDATION: 
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(DQC) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
"Hello and welcome to the Review Process Webinar Series.  The goal of this series is to help make reviews more efficient and effective and make the guidance for review more accessible and understandable for Project Delivery teams.   This particular webinar will cover district quality control which will discuss the DQC process and provide you with best practices for conducting an efficient and effective DQC.



KEY POINTS

1. Effective DQC is thorough and rigorous, leads to an efficient ATR, and takes time; 
DQC is backbone of Corps’ quality process

2.   ATR Team Verifies DQC Activities are Appropriate and Effective
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DQC is an important component of the USACE quality process because it is the mechanism for which key risk-informed decisions and issues warranting further evaluation by an ATR team are identified. Building high-performing Civil Works projects begins by following the Corps of Engineers quality control process, which is described in Engineering Circular 1165-2-217 – Review Policy for Civil Works. This quality control process includes, in part, District Quality Control.  This webinar focuses on two main points related to DQC: that an effective DQC leads to a more efficient ATR and that there are no substitutes for an effective DQC. First, that DQC is an integrated review that is thorough and rigorous.  A thorough and rigorous DQC is an effective one, and an effective DQC often leads to a more efficient ATR - DQC is considered the backbone of the Corps’ quality control process.(2)     Second, that the ATR team is responsible for verifying whether or not DQC activities are appropriate and effective. 



• Thorough: 

 Seamless (occurs throughout the study process), both formally/informally; focused DQC             
of key products/documents but also DQC of critical assumptions/methods, etc.  
seamlessly throughout study

 Integrated (multiple types): supervisory, cross-discipline consistent, PDT

• Rigorous:

 Relevant questions/items to consider during DQC: Risks properly 
characterized? Complies with USACE policy requirements? Calculations 
correct?

• Effective:

 A work product that has completed DQC should be considered a final document 
acceptable for release….Yes, it should be this good!

 Takes time!
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KEY POINT 1: EFFECTIVE DQC IS THOROUGH AND 
RIGOROUS, LEADS TO EFFICIENT ATR, AND TAKES TIME

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first key point: An effective DQC is thorough and rigorous, and often leads to a more efficient ATR.  A thorough DQC occurs throughout the study process, both formally such as in Dr. Checks and informally such as over the shoulder. While focused DQCs typically take place when key products and documents are completed, it is also a good practice to have DQCs take place over the course of the study as key assumptions, methods, and other study-related issues are identified. A thorough DQC also includes different perspectives. It is a best practice to include multiple reviews as part of the overall DQC process – these can include supervisory reviews, cross-discipline consistency reviews, and project delivery team reviews. (2)     A rigorous DQC considers relevant questions and evaluates important items, such as:Is the identified water resource problem well understood and are the risks properly characterized?Does the product comply with USACE criteria and policy requirements?Have high risk items been identified and risk management options been carried out?Are the calculations correct?Some of the key questions to focus on during a DQC are listed in the EC; a best practice is to keep a checklist of questions that you develop over time as you work on studies – both as a PDT member and as a reviewer. Having this checklist can come in handy for your use in future studies.(3)     An effective DQC results in a work product that is acceptable for public release. What this means is that the quality of the product should be high prior to ATR. An effective DQC also takes time - so, it is a best practice to build in enough time into your schedules for DQC activities. Don’t expect an thorough and effective DQC in a couple hours!



RESULT OF 
EFFECTIVE DQC: 
SOLID 
FOUNDATION AND 
FRAMEWORK
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Presentation Notes
Think of DQC as the process by which the framework and foundation of a study are evaluated - like how building inspectors check the framework and foundation of a house to make sure it is constructed to code. When products of DQC are submitted to the ATR team, the products should have a solid foundation and framework, like this house. 



RESULT OF 
INEFFECTIVE DQC: 
SHAKY 
FOUNDATION AND 
FRAMEWORK
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Whoa! This house did not benefit from an adequate quality control process. Products that have not been adequately DQC’d may lead to bad decisions, cost overruns, and in a worst-case scenario, risk to life safety. 



KEY POINT 2: ATR TEAM ENSURES DQC ACTIVITIES ARE 
APPROPRIATE AND EFFECTIVE

• Review DQC comments/responses; DQC Lead and ATR Lead required to 
coordinate per EC 1165-2-217

• Have the questions/items on DQC lists been addressed? Have the 
recommended actions to resolve the comments been incorporated in the 
report/analysis?

• But, what happens if it appears DQC not up to par?
 Request additional resources (time and money) to complete ATR in order to 

make up for sub-par DQC
 Defer ATR until DQC is completed adequately
 Different situations require different approaches
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Presentation Notes
The second key point: the ATR team ensures that DQC activities are appropriate and effective.  (1)    One of the first things an ATR reviewer will do is look over the DQC comments and responses. The DQC documentation should be provided by the DQC and ATR Leads; as a best practice, the DQC and ATR leads will coordinate with each other prior to ATR, and note any critical issues that may have come up during DQC.(2)    The ATR reviewer will check to see that the appropriate DQC questions have been addressed and if the recommended actions to resolve the DQC comments have been incorporated into the analysis.As a best practice, reviewing the DQC comments, responses, and action items will help to inform the ATR reviewer about the DQC and will prevent re-hashing of issues in ATR that may have already been resolved in DQC. (3)        What happens when DQC has not been performed up to standard? Interestingly, in a review of over 40 ATR closeout reports completed over the past 3 years, it was found that there were multiple instances in which one of the main concerns was that the DQC review needed improvement. (a)    Sometimes additional resources are requested by the reviewer in order to make up for a sub-par DQC; this can use up limited resources and cause unnecessary delays.(b)    Deferring the ATR until an adequate DQC has been completed is also an option; but in reality, this rarely occurs.Bottom line is that every review has its own unique issues. The approach used to handle a situation where the DQC is not up to par will require good communication between PDT and review team members, and potentially the Review Management Organization. It is also important to remember – ATRs are not acceptable substitutes for DQC!



BEST PRACTICES
• Have DQCs throughout the study process, not just when key products/documents are 

completed

• Include multiple reviews as part of the overall DQC process 

• Keep a list of questions that you develop over time as you work on studies

• Build in enough time into your schedules for DQC activities (formal and informal) 

• DQC and ATR leads coordinate with one another prior to ATR

• ATR team members review DQC comments, responses, and action items 
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Presentation Notes
In focusing on 2 key points from the EC, we’ve highlighted several best practices when it comes to DQC, including:(1)     Do have DQCs throughout the study process, not just when key products or documents are completed(2)     Do include multiple reviews as part of the overall DQC process – these can include supervisory reviews, consistency reviews, and project delivery team reviews(3)     Do keep a checklist of questions that you develop over time as you work on studies – both as a PDT member and as a reviewer. Having this checklist can come in handy for your use in future studies(4)      Do build in enough time into your schedules for DQC activities(5)      For DQC and ATR leads, do coordinate with one another prior to ATR, and note any critical issues that may have come up during DQC(6)      Do review DQC comments, responses, and action items – This will help to inform the reviewer about the DQC and will also prevent re-hashing of issues in ATR that may have already been resolved in DQC



SOLID 
FRAMEWORK, 
SOLID PRODUCT
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Presentation Notes
We’ll end with a couple of visuals: Our DQCs and ATRs are (1) Like this house. Solid.



SHAKY 
FRAMEWORK, 
QUESTIONABLE 
PRODUCT
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But definitely NOT (1) Like this one. Shaky.



REFERENCES

• EC 1165-2-217, Chapter 4 (Comprehensive discussion of DQC)
• EC 1165-2-217, Chapter 4, Sections 4.7.1.1 and 4.7.1.2 (Questions to 

consider/items to evaluate when performing DQC)
• EC 1165-2-217, Chapter 5, Section 5.6.1 (What to do if DQC activities do not 

appear to be appropriate/effective)
• Planning Center of Expertise Guild DQC Primer
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Check out the following references about the Corps’ review policy for Civil Works. 

https://planning.erdc.dren.mil/toolbox/library/Misc/PCXGuildDQCPrime090112.pdf


For more information check out the 
“Review” tab on the Planning Community Toolbox

Planning Community Toolbox: http://www.corpsplanning.us
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Thank you for listening to this webinar.  Please refer to the Planning toolbox for more information on reviews and contact information for the Planning Centers of Expertise. thanks and good luck with your studies!
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